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OC Seeks Signs to Reduce Turtle Deaths
By BILL BARLOW

OCEAN CITY – On a busy June afternoon, a 
line of cars stopped on a wide and busy stretch 
of West Avenue after drivers noticed a turtle 
making its way across the street. One driver 
rushed to help the reptile across while others 
waved encouragement. 

Many turtles are not so lucky. Shattered 
shells line the bike lane along the road through-
out the south end of the city.  At the Ocean 
City Council meeting June 13, Councilman 
Michael DeVlieger said he’s asked the city to 
help reduce the number of turtle deaths on 
the roads. 

“A family came to me with regard to turtles 
that have perished on West Avenue between 
34th and 56th (streets),” he said. “Apparently 
they counted quite an abundance of turtles that 
were killed by motor vehicles.”

DeVlieger said he has asked the city to put 
up more turtle crossing signs. He said the ad-
ministration seems willing 
to take the step. 
ministration seems willing 
to take the step. 
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Business Administrator George Savastano 
followed up on the issue after the meeting, 
according to Ocean City spokesman Doug 
Bergen. He said West Avenue is a county road. 
County officials are willing to add more signs. 

There already are some signs along the road, 
as well as near the bridge coming into town at 
34th Street and on side roads near the marsh 
where the turtles spend most of their time. 

According to Bergen, there are enough signs 
facing the traffic heading south along that 
section of West Avenue, but the county has 
agreed to provide additional signs facing the 
northbound traffic as well. 

June is the busy season for turtle sightings 
along the shore. There are numerous turtle 
species in New Jersey, but the kind most often 
seen on barrier islands are the diamondback 
terrapins that line the back bays. 

“The females are coming up to nest, so 
they’re seeking higher ground,” said Dr. Lisa 
Ferguson, the director of research and conser-
vation at The Wetlands Institute near Stone 
Harbor, in an interview after the Ocean City 

meeting. The institute has spent 
decades studying and protecting 
the diamondback terrapins. 
So what’s the difference between 

a turtle and a terrapin? 
“A terrapin is just a type of turtle that 

Restaurants: How Clean is Clean?
By KAREN KNIGHT

COURT HOUSE - There’s good news for restaurant goers. 
According to Cape May County Department of Health offi-

cials, most eating establishments in the county “seldom” have 
infractions that cause them to be closed. 

The department attributes that to inspectors providing edu-
cation and onsite intervention to maintain cleanliness, proper 
food handling procedures, and buying food and supplies from 
approved vendors to earn a satisfactory rating. 

That’s good news for the tourists and locals who frequent 
some 1,400 restaurants, spending $1.5 billion last year in 
the food and beverage industry, according to figures recently 
released by the county Department of Tourism. 

Last year’s food and beverage industry in the county saw a 
4.81% increase over the previous year, outpacing tourist ex-
penditures in the industry compared to the other New Jersey 
counties. 

It’s also good news for the 32% of restaurant and beverage 
employment supported by visitor spending across the state. 

“Our intent when we inspect restaurants is to have an open 

dialogue with the staff, provide education, and intervention to 
correct anything we find while we are on site, rather than to be 
seen only as an enforcement official,” explained Kevin Thomas, 
director, Department of Health. 

“We might get two or three restaurants a year that have to be 
closed for something major, like no hot water or rodent feces, 
but it really happens very infrequently,” he added. 

Inspections Unannounced
Six inspectors from Thomas’ department are responsible for 

conducting the unannounced inspections, he said. About half 
of the restaurants in the county are seasonal, but the inspectors 
are also responsible for inspecting kitchens in schools, nursing 
homes, and other facilities. All are held to the same standards. 

Kitchens are rated satisfactory, conditionally satisfactory or 
unsatisfactory, according to Thomas. The placard with the rating 
must be posted visibly at all times.

A conditional satisfactory rating means there was something 
observed that could not be corrected while the inspector was 
present. In that case, Honey Pron, senior registered envi-
ronmental health specialist, said the inspector will give the 
establishment a period of time to correct the problem and 
then re-inspect. 

At that point, the restaurant should receive a satisfactory 
rating.

An unsatisfactory rating, Pron said, is “very serious,” and 
would cause the kitchen to be closed because there is a threat 
to the public. 

Back from the Brink 

How Do Species Become Endangered?
By KAREN KNIGHT

This is the third in a three-part series on 
endangered species. Part 1, which appeared in 
the June 12 Herald, examined the importance 
of the Delaware Bay Flyway and the effects 
pesticides had on eagles, ospreys, peregrine 
falcons and red knots. Part 2, which appeared 
in the June 19 Herald, noted what efforts are 
being taken to protect horseshoe crabs, a vital 
part of the Cape May County eco-tourism 
industry.

Before a species lands on a state or federal 
threatened or endangered list, scientists come 
together to pool their knowledge and share it 
with the public, according to Eric Stiles, pres-
ident and CEO of the New Jersey Audubon 
Society.  

Hearings are held and a species may be con-
sidered a “concern, threatened, endangered or 
extinct” based on scientific data. Since some 
species live in specific states or regions, there 
are federal and state-based lists.

The term “Species of Special Concern” 
applies to species which warrant special atten-
tion because of evidence of decline, inherent 

vulnerability to environmental deterioration, or 
habitat modification which results in becoming 
a “threatened” species. 

“Endangered” applies to a species whose 
prospects for survival are in immediate dan-
ger due to one or several factors, such as loss 
or degradation of habitat, over-exploitation, 
predation (the preying of one animal on oth-
ers), competition, disease or environmental 
pollution, etc.  

An endangered species likely requires im-
mediate action to avoid extinction.

“Threatened” applies to species that may be-
come “endangered” if conditions surrounding 
it begin to or continue to deteriorate.

“Stable” (or increasing) applies to species 
that appear to be secure and not in danger of 
falling into any of the preceding categories in 
the near future. “Undetermined” is a species 
about which there is not enough information 
available to determine the status.

“Once they are placed on the list, one of the 
most important things is to create a recovery 
plan,” Stiles said. “What needs to be done 
to recover the species? The goal is to get the 
species off the list.”

However, “a vision without funding is a hal-
lucination,” Stiles pointed out. “Any recovery 
plan can be undermined if the government 
removes the funding. That has never happened 
at the state level.”

Habitat Restoration Funded
After Hurricane Sandy stripped many of the 

spawning beaches of sand with wind and 11-
foot tides, the horseshoe crab could not lay its 
eggs on the rocks, said Brian Braudis, manager 
of the Cape May National Wildlife Refuge. 

“The whole eco-system up the coast was 
destroyed, so we had an opportunity to make 
it stronger,” he continued. 
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“We might get two or three 
restaurants a year that have to be 
closed for something major, like no 
hot water or rodent feces, but it really 
happens very infrequently.”

- Kevin Thomas, director, Cape May County 
Department of Health
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A turtle crossing sign on West Avenue.
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